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Subject: Floyd A. Riebe Travel Arrangements

Body:

Per our discussion today, please work on the following (as soon as the air clears after the public hearing) in 

support of forthcoming sworn testimony of JFK autopsy witness Floyd A. Riebe:-Please arrange for a travel 

advance for Mr. Floyd A. Riebe, P. O. Box 185, Kelleyville, Oklahoma 74039. I do not know his social security 

number, so he will have to fill it in when he signs the travel advance form. We cannot ever send him FEDEX 

because he does not have a street address--only a post office box. Therefore, sending this to him "soonest" via 

First Class Mail (with a pre-stamped, self-addressed return envelope to ARRB inside) is a priority. The travel 

advance should cover the costs of food, lodging and incidentals (including a couple of long cab rides) for travel 

to D.C. the first day, overnight lodging at a hotel, and departure early evening the second day (the second day 

being the day of the deposition).-Please arrange for air travel from Kelleyville, Oklahoma to National Airport 

on May 6th--don't have him leaving Oklahoma "too early"--mid-day is fine--and departure from National 

Airport to Kelleyville, Oklahoma at about 5 or 6 P.M. on May 7th. -Please make a hotel reservation for him for 

the evening of May 6th--maybe in this case, Crystal City is best.I would like to call him and ensure that all 

arrangements made are "O.K." before we send out our letter to him explaining these arrangements and 

providing the travel advance form for him to sign. Who should draft the travel arrangements letter--you or I? 

(If you are still doing these letters, I would be happy to let you proceed in this case, too, except that I would 

want you to let me call him first and ensure the dates/times are O.K. first.P.S.: Of course, we will want to mail 

him his tickets, orders, and travel advance check (again, by First Class Mail, not FEDEX) in plenty of time for 

him to receive them by Wednesday, April 30th. END
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